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Grüzer Announce New Vocalist Jordan Condery

(Columbia, SC) Grüzer are pleased to announce that they have filled the singer vacancy after a 
long search through the summer. The band stated, "After much deliberation and careful 
consideration, we are pleased to announce that Jordan Condery has joined Grüzer as our new 
vocalist. Our job was to find the best person to fit our music and accomplish our vision: a decision 
that was based on talent and dedication shown to this project. Jordan has plenty of both."

The band further said, "Jordan blew us away when he came in and auditioned. The room was 
charged with electricity! He commanded both the old and new material, and proved, beyond a 
shadow of a doubt, that he wanted to do this. The choice became very clear and apparent."

Jordan joins Grüzer as no stranger to the stage. His most recent and current post as vocalist for 
EMP Label Group recording artists Even The Dead Love A Parade keeps him focused on 
keeping his delivery sharp and his presence in your face. That position leaves plenty of time to 
pursue other options so joining forces with Grüzer is a win-win for all parties involved.

The band is excited to share the news with fans, saying, "This change is very exciting. We know 
you're going to love it. This is the beginning of a new era for Grüzer and we're ready to throw 
down and jam! So, please help us in welcoming Jordan to the Grüzer family. Cheers to a killer 
new record and a bright future. The five of us cannot wait to write more and play shows together 
and bring this feeling to our fans. It's been too long."

The band will make their hometown debut with Jordan at the helm on Saturday October 28, 2017 
at Music Farm Columbia as part of the Soda City Rock Show. Fans can catch them in Asheville, 
NC on October 14, 2017 at the Steel and Stone Festival.
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